Characterization of the Relationship of AAV Capsid Domain Swapping to Liver Transduction Efficiency
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Recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors show promise for use in gene therapy. For liver-targeted gene transfer in animals, AAV vectors pseudotyped with the AAV serotype 8 (AAV8) capsid have definite advantages over the widely used but less efficient serotype AAV2, even though the capsid amino acid sequences are 82% conserved. To demonstrate the mechanism behind the higher liver transduction efficiency associated with AAV8 capsids, we adopted a domain-swapping strategy that would generate 27 chimeric capsid genes containing exchanged domains between AAV2 and AAV8. The resulting chimeric capsids were then used to package AAV genomes with a liver-specific human coagulation factor IX (hFIX) expression cassette. By comparing the transduction efficiencies between vectors pseudotyped with chimeric, AAV2 and AAV8 capsids, we found that the more efficient liver transduction achieved by AAV8 was closely related to the components of its interstrand Loop IV domain, particularly the subloops 1 and 4. These subloops are exposed on opposite sides of a threefold proximal peak on the virion surface, which may function as a critical structural determinant for AAV transduction. Because a single specific peptide component could not explain all the observed differences in the transduction parameters, we suggest that important subloop regions require interaction with other portions of the capsid for their functioning.
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INTRODUCTION

Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is a non-pathogenic parvovirus that has become one of the most promising viral vectors for use in human gene therapy. Most of the early recombinant AAV vectors used in gene transfer studies were derived from AAV serotype 2 (AAV2). AAV2-based vectors are known to infect various types of both dividing and non-dividing mammalian cells, and have the potential for stable long-term transgene expression. However, AAV2 vectors are not always the optimal candidate for gene delivery applications, due to their restricted tissue tropism and low transduction efficiencies for certain targets. Naturally occurring antibodies against AAV2 capsids are estimated to exist in ~35–80% of the human population, thereby restricting the efficacy of AAV2 as a human gene therapy vector.1–3 Currently, vectors based on other AAV serotypes are being studied for better gene transfer performance. In a scenario where repeated administrations are needed, AAV vectors of different serotypes would also be beneficial in order to escape the humoral immune response established due to prior AAV administrations.

In the past few years, a great number of new AAV serotypes have been isolated from various species.4–10 AAV8, a serotype discovered in rhesus monkeys, has proved to be a remarkable alternative to AAV2 because it is able to mediate robust transgene expression in various tissues.6,11,12 Particularly, for mouse liver transduction, only a small portion of the hepatocytes can be stably transduced with AAV2-based vectors, and transgene expression starts with a slow-rising lag phase after vector administration.11 In contrast, the use of pseudotyped vectors of the AAV2 type genome, packaged in AAV8 capsids, is characterized by a more rapid rise in transgene expression as well as an unrestricted level of hepatocyte transduction, reaching levels that are ~20 times higher than found with prototype AAV2 vectors.11 The capsid uncoating rate has been proposed to be the key factor differentiating their liver transduction efficiencies.14 However, it is still unclear how the uncoating of AAV vectors takes place in cells and which cellular factors are involved. The question remains, as well, as to how exactly the uncoating rate is related to the structural differences in AAV capsids of different serotypes.

AAV viral particles are composed of a single-stranded DNA genome packaged in a non-enveloped icosahedral capsid. High-resolution structures of AAV2 and a few other serotypes have been determined by X-ray crystallography.15–17 Preliminary X-ray crystallography data about the structure of AAV8 has also been reported,18 although a detailed analysis and comparison with AAV2 is yet to be worked out. AAV capsid proteins can be divided into a series of secondary structures, including a group of conserved β strands and several highly diversified interstrand loop regions.19 Conventionally these loops are grouped into five domains, or interstrand loop domains I–V,19 as indicated in Figure 1. Since there is found to be more than
82% homology in the primary sequence between AAV2 and AAV8 capsid proteins, it can be assumed that the overall structure and domain composition of AAV8 capsids are similar to AAV2, whereas minor structural differences may exist in their serotype-specific sequences, especially in the interstrand loop domains. Domain swapping is a useful way of analyzing the structure–function relationship that exists among a group of homologous proteins. This method has been successfully used in the past to characterize the capsid determinants for the tissue tropism of AAV1. In this study we adopted a similar strategy to determine the structural determinants of AAV8 capsids that might be responsible for high transduction efficiencies in the liver. A series of chimeric AAV capsid proteins was generated, by swapping domains between AAV2 and AAV8. By comparing the liver-targeted transductions mediated by vectors packaged in these chimeric capsids, we were able to identify the corresponding capsid regions that have a great influence on liver transduction efficiency.

RESULTS

Construction of chimeric AAV packaging helpers

To find out the structural basis for the differences between AAV2 and AAV8 in liver transduction, we generated a series of chimeric AAV cap genes by moving individual capsid domains from one serotype to the other. The alignment of the protein sequences of the two capsids is shown in Figure 1. To achieve such domain-swapping chimeras, we used a combination of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and restriction digestion techniques to exchange fragments between AAV2 and AAV8 cap genes. The diagram in Figure 2 shows the domain compositions of the 27 different chimeric cap gene constructs that were made for this study. These chimeric cap genes were all placed in the same AAV packaging helper backbone, which already carried an AAV2 rep gene for packaging recombinant AAV genomes with AAV2 inverted terminal repeats. These chimeric helpers were all confirmed by means of DNA sequencing, to be free of unexpected mutations, before they were tested for AAV genome packaging efficiencies.

Figure 1 Alignment of the primary protein sequences of adeno-associated virus serotype 2 (AAV2) and AAV8 capsids. Non-identical amino acid residues are highlighted in boldface. The N-termini for VP1, 2, and 3 are indicated by arrows pointing right. The five putative interstrand loop domains are enclosed in rectangular frames. Vertical dashed lines within the Loop IV domain divide its four subloops.
Evaluation of AAV production efficiencies of these chimeric capsid constructs

Because changes in the \textit{cap} gene sequence could affect capsid protein expression, capsid assembly and eventually AAV genome packaging abilities, we checked the AAV production efficiencies of these chimeric AAV capsid constructs with a small-scale transfection assay. Triple-transfections of 293 cells were carried out in 6-cm culturing dishes with a chimeric AAV packaging helper and the two other plasmid components required for AAV production. The expression of VP1, 2, and 3 proteins of the AAV capsid, was tested by Western blot analysis and the genome packaging efficiencies were analyzed by dot-blot quantitation of capsid-protected AAV genomes in the post-transfection cell lysate.

All the chimeric capsid constructs led to an expected expression of the three capsid proteins, with VP3 being the dominant form (data not shown); on the other hand, the yields of packaged AAV genomes, indicated by the viral genome-containing particle numbers on each 6-cm dish, varied significantly (Figure 3). In our control experiments, the wild-type AAV8 capsid gene consistently produced approximately fourfold more viral particles than did the AAV2 capsid gene, suggesting that certain sequence elements in the AAV-8 capsid gene may contribute to better genome packaging abilities. The highest packaging efficiency achieved by these chimeric constructs was observed with DS17, which gave a viral genome titer similar to that of AAV8. This is not surprising because this specific chimeric capsid differs from the wild-type AAV8 only by three amino acid (a.a.) residues in the swapped region (a.a. 351–418). Most of the other domain-swapping chimeric constructs showed viral genome packaging efficiencies that varied in range between that of AAV2 and AAV8. However, a few chimeric capsid constructs produced even lower viral genome titers than that from AAV2. For example, the first two chimeric constructs, DS1 and DS2, generated by cutting the capsid genes in the middle and ligating the N- and C-terminal fragments from different serotypes, produced ~50% lower viral titers than did AAV2. The lowest viral genome titer was observed with LIV2.2. It is not clear why the AAV packaging capabilities of these chimeric capsids were partially defective, nor is it as straightforward as finding a possible correlation between the packaging efficiency and specific capsid gene sequences.

\textit{In vivo mouse liver transduction by chimeric AAV vectors: importance of the interstrand Loop IV domain}

For mouse liver transduction experiments, $1 \times 10^{11}$ recombinant particles of each purified AAV vector was infused into the mouse liver vascular system through the portal vein. This administration route was favored (over the more convenient tail...
vein intravenous injection method) in order to circumvent any possible transduction discrepancies introduced by the difference in vector infusion routes. It has been known that for mouse liver transduction, AAV2 vectors can be significantly less efficient when infused through peripheral routes such as the tail vein, than when infused directly into the liver vascular system by a portal vein injection.\textsuperscript{21,22} However, this difference caused by the vector infusion route was not observed in the case of AAV8 vectors, for which transduction by means of either a portal vein or tail vein injection proved equally efficient.\textsuperscript{11,23} Therefore, the portal vein injection route is likely to be a better choice to ensure a direct comparison of liver transduction efficiencies under optimal conditions for different chimeric vectors.

The transgene expression was monitored by measuring the human coagulation factor IX (hFIX) levels in the mouse plasma after administration of the portal vein injection. The hFIX expression profiles in mice infused with the chimeric vectors were analyzed and compared with those receiving the wild-type AAV2 and AAV8 vectors. AAV2-mediated transgene expression featured a slow onset or lag phase, meaning that after vector infusion the hFIX level took a few weeks to gradually increase before a stabilized level was obtained (~1,000 ng/ml). By contrast, AAV8-mediated expression rapidly reached a higher peak level in just a few days following vector infusion, and then remained at high levels with only a slight drop observed after a few weeks (Figure 4). The sustained hFIX levels of AAV8 vectors were ~10,000 ng/ml; this was at a tenfold higher level than that obtained with AAV2 vectors. The fast onset of transgene expression as well as the higher transduction efficiency have been described in the past,\textsuperscript{11,24} and have been proposed to be related to the rapid uncoating rate of AAV8 vectors.\textsuperscript{14}

The expression profiles of the chimeric AAV vectors are summarized in Figure 4. Four of the chimeric vectors demonstrated an AAV8-like robust liver transduction (DS8, DS10, DS14, and DS17 in Figure 4a). In these chimeric capsids, a.a. residues 1–210, 211–353, 354–421, and 645–738 of the AAV8 VP1 sequence were replaced by the corresponding AAV2 sequences respectively. Switching to AAV2 specific sequences in any of these regions did not affect the robust liver transduction observed with AAV8 vectors. These regions cover a large portion of the capsid sequence, including the N-terminal VP1/2 specific region, interstrand Loop I, II, III, and V domains. In contrast, if the Loop IV domain of AAV8 (a.a. 422–644) was replaced by the AAV2 sequence, the resulting chimeric capsid became much less active in liver transduction (DS11 in Figure 4a). The corresponding plasma hFIX levels were even less than that obtained with AAV2, with a modest rise in the first 3 weeks followed by a slow decline before stabilizing at about the ~100 ng/ml level. Based on these results, the interstrand Loop IV domain seems to have a much greater influence on AAV8 transduction efficiencies than the other capsid regions.

On the other hand, a combined contribution from the other regions outside the Loop IV domain cannot be completely ruled out either. When the N-terminal half of the AAV8 capsid (a.a. 1–353) was replaced by AAV2 sequences, as in the chimeric construct DS1, the corresponding hFIX expression level became approximately five times lower than that of AAV8. Similarly, some amount of drop in the transduction efficiency was observed with DS4, in which the N-terminal a.a. 1–210 and C-terminal a.a. 645–738 of AAV8 capsid were both replaced with corresponding AAV2 sequences (Figure 4b). However, for both DS1 and DS4, the hFIX expression profiles were still well above the level for AAV2, and featured an AAV8-like fast onset of transgene expression. In comparison, for the chimeric capsid DS2, which carries the N-terminal half (a.a. 1–353) from AAV8 and C-terminal half (a.a. 354–738) from AAV2, the hFIX expression was considerably less efficient and close to the level of AAV2. (Figure 4b) By comparing the transgene expression from DS1 and DS2, it can be concluded that the C-terminal half of the AAV capsid, where the Loop IV domain resides, was more important for determining liver transduction efficiencies.

Figure 4 In vivo human coagulation factor IX (hFIX) expression from chimeric adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors. C57BL/6 mice (n = 3) were injected through the portal vein with AAV vectors at a dose of 10\textsuperscript{11} vector genome per animal. Shown are the hFIX protein levels (mean ± SD in mouse plasma (ng/ml) plotted versus time post vector injection (days). The data are divided into four subpanels, and hFIX expression from control vectors with wild-type AAV2 and AAV8 capsids is shown in each subpanel.
Swapping interstrand Loop IV domain or its subloops could result in vector inactivation

An interesting phenomenon was noted when we examined the liver transduction efficiencies of chimeric vectors DS11 and DS6, in which the Loop IV domain of AAV8 or AAV2 was replaced with the corresponding part from the other serotype. The hFIX expression of chimeric vector DS11 was less robust than that of AAV2 (Figure 4a), suggesting that the swap of the AAV2 Loop IV domain with that of AAV8 may cause vector inactivation. This inactivation phenomenon was more obvious when we tested the transduction efficiency of DS6, in which the Loop IV domain of AAV2 capsid was replaced by its corresponding AAV8 sequence. Instead of showing AAV8-like robust transduction efficiency, this chimeric vector was highly inactive, with hFIX expression levels found constantly at well below 100 ng/ml (data not shown). The nature of such a low transduction activity is still indeterminate. Presumably, it was related to the complex structure of the Loop IV domain and its extensive interactions with other capsid regions.

In an attempt to better understand the influence on transduction efficiencies of smaller structural elements in the large Loop IV domain, we examined hFIX transgene expression mediated by the subloop-swapping chimeric vectors (Figure 4c and d). As shown in Figure 2, LIV8.1–LIV8.4 were based on the AAV8 capsid with individual subloops in the Loop IV domain replaced with the corresponding AAV8 sequence. Instead of showing AAV8-like robust transduction efficiency, this chimeric vector was highly inactive, with hFIX expression levels found constantly at well below 100 ng/ml (data not shown). The nature of such a low transduction activity is still indeterminate. Presumably, it was related to the complex structure of the Loop IV domain and its extensive interactions with other capsid regions.

Table 1 Biodistribution of AAV vector genomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liver</th>
<th>Pancreas</th>
<th>Spleen</th>
<th>Heart</th>
<th>Lung</th>
<th>Kidney</th>
<th>Intestine</th>
<th>Muscle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAV2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS6</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS10</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS11</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS17</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV8.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV8.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV8.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV8.4</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV2.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV2.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV2.4</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIV2.14</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adeno-associated virus (AAV) double-stranded vector genome (vg) numbers per diploid genome equivalent (ds-vg/dge) were quantitated by Southern blot for each tissue 3 months following portal vein infusion of 1011 vg AAV vectors. The shown values are averages from three animals. *Due to the sensitivity and accuracy limits of the assay, <0.1 is assigned to detectable low values <0.1 ds-vg/dge. *nd* means not detected. The sensitivity of the Southern blot assay is 0.03–0.1 ds-vg/dge.
involves interactions with other capsid regions, but is also critical for the transduction performance. The concurrent substitution of both subloops 1 and 4 in the chimeric vector LIV2.14 did not fully relieve the inactivation effect, resulting in transgene expression still weaker than that of the AAV2 vectors (Figure 4d).

**Differences in the transgene expression level by chimeric AAV vectors do not result from altered tissue tropism**

Because the AAV genomes used in this study carried a liver-specific transgene expression cassette, only liver-targeted transduction could be evaluated in our experiments. It remained possible that the observed differences in transduction efficiencies were partially due to the changes in the liver uptake and tissue distribution pattern of these chimeric vectors. We performed Southern blot analysis on the genomic DNA extracted from various tissues and compared the differences in vector tropism (Table 1). For most of the chimeric vectors, the vg copy numbers in liver qualitatively correlated with the corresponding sustained hFIX expression levels. Although AAV genomes were detectable in some non-liver targets, the quantities were usually no more than 0.1 double-stranded vgs per diploid genome equivalent. This suggested that even though the tissue distribution patterns could be affected by domain swapping, the detectable changes in tissue tropism at this vector administration dose were minimal at best. More importantly, for those highly inefficient vectors such as DS6, LIV2.4, and LIV8.4, the extremely low vg copy numbers in the liver were not accompanied by correspondingly higher numbers of vg in other non-liver targets. Therefore, the low liver transduction efficiencies could not be explained by non-liver targeting.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study was aimed to discover the structural basis responsible for the contrasting differences in liver transduction between AAV2- and AAV8-based vectors. By studying a series of chimeric AAV capsids generated by swapping domains between AAV2 and AAV8, we were able to evaluate the importance of individual capsid domains in liver transduction; we identified the interstrand Loop IV domain as the most critical capsid region for determination of liver transduction efficiencies. Further analysis of the subloop-swapping chimeras revealed some of the specific roles that each subloop in the Loop IV domain plays in this process. In comparison to the minimal or moderate influence from subloops 2 and 3, subloops 1 and 4 played more critical roles in mouse liver transduction. Particularly, certain AAV8-specific sequence elements in subloop 1 seemed to be necessary but not sufficient to achieve the high liver transduction efficiencies observed with AAV8 vectors. The importance of the Loop IV domain in muscle transduction has been addressed in a previous study, using a similar domain swapping strategy between AAV1 and AAV2; the results of this study seemed to suggest that the Loop III and IV domains may be the major region responsible for the muscular tissue tropism of AAV1.

Taken together, it is plausible to speculate that the Loop IV domain may indeed be a key domain for all AAV serotypes. The highly diversified sequence of this domain may be the basis to determine AAV tissue tropism and other serotype-specific properties.

Despite its success in identifying the capsid regions responsible for efficient liver transduction, our approach still had some drawbacks. It is possible that the domain-swapping strategy may have oversimplified the complex structure of assembled AAV capsids. In an assembled capsid, amino acid residues located remotely in the primary sequences or from different subunits may come into spatial proximity to form a functional unit. To really understand the differences between AAV2 and AAV8 capsids, the complex three-dimensional structures and the extensive interactions in an assembled capsid would all need to be compared. In this study, molecular cloning without any functional selection pressure, were used to generate the domain-swapping chimeras. As a result, deficiencies in the capsid functions may have been introduced unintentionally. Indeed, we found that swapping the whole Loop IV domain or some of its subloops could cause unexpected inactivation of resulting chimeras, which made it more difficult to interpret the transduction data and establish connections between the structure and biological functions. Because we have not characterized all the critical steps in the transduction pathway, the transgene expression data is not enough for us to speculate on the biological basis for such inactivation effects. Presumably, because of the low sequence homology in the Loop IV domain, and the complexity of interactions involving its components, swapping sequences between AAV2 and AAV8 in this domain could cause unintended alteration of biologically critical structures that are dependent on other regions of the capsid. In summary, we believe that further study is required, whereby swapping from other capsid regions, in addition to those in subloops 1 and 4 in the Loop IV domain, should be compared in the same chimeric vector.

![Figure 5 Three-dimensional illustration of subunit interactions at a threefold-proximal peak](image)

Two neighboring capsid subunits, shown in black and gray ribbon forms respectively, interact with each other around a threefold rotational axis. The dotted line outlines the threefold-proximal peak, in which subloop 2 from one subunit is sandwiched between subloops 1 and 4 from the other subunit. The image was prepared with Swiss-Pdb Viewer® based on the coordinates of AAV2 structure (Protein data bank Accession No. 1LF3).
Of all the distinctive topological structures on the surface of assembled AAV capsids, we hypothesize that the threefold-proximal peaks may play a central role in the determination of transduction efficiencies. Protruding from the virion surface near the threefold rotational axes, these peaks are highly accessible to interacting host factors during AAV infection. Based on the homology structural modeling analysis between AAV2 and AAV8, the overall topology of these threefold-proximal peaks and their components ought to be conserved between these two AAV serotypes. According to the known structure of AAV2, a threefold-proximal peak contains the following components from two neighboring capsid subunits. Subloops 1 and 4 of the Loop IV domain from the first subunit are located on the two opposite sides of the peak, whereas subloop 2 from the second subunit resides in between, to form the core of the peak. These three subloops constitute a sandwich-like structure (Figure 5). Our results point to the importance of subloops 1 and 4 in AAV transduction. The exposure of these two subloops on the surface of the threefold-proximal peaks is consistent with the central role of these peaks in AAV transduction. One can presume that interactions between the two exposed subloops and host cellular factors are critical for the AAV transduction process. Although direct interactions involving subloop 2 and host factors are probably limited due to its sandwiched position, this subloop may interact with its two exposed partners, thereby affecting their conformations and thus causing changes in AAV transduction. This hypothesis is in accordance with our in vivo chimera transduction results.

It remains to be investigated as to how these peak structures actually participate in the AAV infection process, and what host factors are involved. In the past, AAV capsid characterization studies have mostly focused on receptor binding and antigenic properties. For example, it is known that a heparin-binding motif exists in the AAV2 capsid, which involves several basic a.a. residues in the Loop IV domain that also includes two critical arginine residues in subloop 4. Binding to a laminin receptor by AAV2 and AAV8 also involves the subloops in the Loop IV domain. Therefore, sequence swapping in these subloop regions would probably change the receptor-binding properties of AAV vectors. However, other steps in the AAV infection pathway, such as endocytosis, intracellular trafficking, nuclear entry, and/or vector uncoating, have not been studied in detail. Of all the possible contributing mechanisms, we are most interested in the vector uncoating process, because the fast uncoating rate has been suggested to be the key to efficient AAV transduction in liver. In this study we have not directly checked the nuclear uncoating rates of these chimeric vectors, which should be worth pursuing in the future. Recently Akache et al. reported the discovery of cathepsins B/L as possible endosomal uncoating factors. These cysteine proteases are able to bind and cleave AAV2 and AAV8 capsids, with differential cleavage patterns and efficiencies. We are investigating how these cleavages may be related to the subsequent nuclear uncoating process. Ultimately, we hope the availability of these chimeric vectors will not only help us narrow down the functionally relevant capsid regions, but also facilitate the discovery of specific host factors involved in AAV vector transduction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning of chimeric AAV capsid packaging helper plasmids. All the AAV packaging helpers used in this study were based on pHLP19-2 (ref. 21), which expresses AAV2 rep and cap proteins. The coding region for AAV8 cap was excised from p5E18V2/8 (ref. 4) and used to replace the corresponding region coding for AAV2 cap in pHLP19-2, thereby generating pHLP-A8, which expresses AAV2 rep and AAV8 cap proteins. A series of new packaging helpers were constructed on the basis of pHLP19-2 and pHLP-A8 to carry the AAV2 rep gene and chimeric cap genes. First, BsmWI was used to cut the cap genes of both AAV2 and AAV8 in the middle and the N- and C-terminal parts of the two serotypes were swapped to generate chimeric constructs DS1 and DS2. Second, a series of PCR primers were used to amplify the following regions of the AAV2 cap gene: a.a. residues 1–209, 210–350, 351–641, and 642–735. Because of the high sequence homology between AAV2 and AAV8 cap genes at the sites where the primers were designed, they could be used to amplify the corresponding regions of the AAV8 cap gene as well. In combination with BsmWI digestion, a series of cap gene fragments were generated for both AAV2 and AAV8, which covered each of the following regions respectively: the N-terminal VP1/2 specific region, interstrand Loop domains I and II, Loop domain III, Loop domain IV, and Loop domain V. The resulting DNA fragments of one serotype were in turn used as megaprimer for a second round of PCR to amplify toward the N- and C-termini on the template containing the cap gene of the other serotype, thereby generating products containing chimeric cap genes. The PCR products were used to transform Escherichia coli after DpnI digestion, which left only PCR products to be repaired and amplified in the bacteria. The final products were cleaved with HindIII and Pmel, and the cap gene coding fragments were inserted back into the pHLP19-2 backbone with the corresponding AAV2 cap gene fragment removed. This step helped remove any possible mutations introduced by PCR in the rep gene or other parts of the helper plasmid. Chimeric constructs DS3–DS18 were generated in this manner. Additionally, more chimeric constructs LIV2.1–2.4, LIV2.14, and LIV8.1–8.4 were made with the same strategy, representing the replacements of individual subloops in the large Loop IV domain of AAV2 and AAV8. A detailed diagram of these chimeric cap gene constructs is shown in Figure 2. All the chimeric cap genes were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Production of AAV vectors. AAV vectors were produced by a standard calcium–phosphate triple-transfection method. Briefly, 293 cells were transfected with equal amounts of the following plasmids: the AAV packaging helper containing the rep and cap genes, the adenoviral helper pladeno5, and pHIX-CM1 (ref. 30) containing a liver-specific hFIX transgene expression cassette enclosed between AAV2 inverted terminal repeats. For small-scale AAV packaging analysis, transfections were carried out in 6-cm culture dishes by using ~6 × 105 293 cells per dish and 2 µg of expression cassette enclosed between AAV2 inverted terminal repeats. Without further AAV purification, these crude extracts were treated with DNase I (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) and Proteinase K (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) subsequently, before the packaged AAV viral genomes were extracted with cesium chloride removal and particle concentration, and dot blot titration. For preparation large-scale productions, 25 T225 (Corning, Corning, NY) flasks of 293 cells were transfected for each AAV preparation. The cells were transfected with 25 µg of each plasmid DNA per flask. After 3 days, cells were harvested and subjected to a standard AAV purification procedure including two rounds of cesium chloride gradient ultracentrifugation for purification, ultrafiltration–diafiltration (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) for cesium chloride removal and particle concentration, and dot blot titration. This procedure has proved to be a reliable method for purification of AAV vectors of different serotypes, regardless of the distinctive binding affinities of their capsids. Final viral preparations
were kept frozen at –80°C in phosphate-buffered saline containing 5% sorbitol.

**Animal procedures.** Seven to nine-week-old female C57BL/6 mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). All animal procedures were conducted according to the animal care guidelines at Stanford University. Portal vein infusion of AAV vectors was carried out as earlier described.1 Blood samples were collected from the retro-orbital plexus at various points of time following the infusion. After 3 months, the mice were killed and tissue samples were collected from the liver, pancreas, spleen, heart, lung, kidney, intestine, and skeletal muscle (from hind legs).

**Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and Southern blot analysis.** Measurements of hFIX levels in mouse plasma were carried out by an hFIX-specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay procedure as reported previously.31 Blood samples were collected from the retro-orbital plexus at various points of time following the infusion. After 3 months, the mice were killed and tissue samples were collected from the liver, pancreas, spleen, heart, lung, kidney, intestine, and skeletal muscle (from hind legs).
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